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Abstract. We consider the notion ofproperty testingas applied to computational
geometry. We aim at developing efficient algorithms which determine whether a
given (geometrical) object has a predetermined property� or is “far” from any
object having the property. We show that many basic geometric properties have
very efficient testing algorithms, whose running time is significantly smaller than
the object description size.

1 Introduction

Property testingis a rapidly emerging new field in computer science with many theo-
retical as well as practical applications. It is concerned with the computational task of
determining whether a given object has a predetermined property or is “far” from any
object having the property. It is a relaxation of the standard definition of a decision task,
because we allow arbitrary behavior when the object does nothave the property, and
yet it is close to an object having the property. A notion of property testing was first ex-
plicitly formulated in [15] and then extended and further developed in many follow-up
works (see, e.g., [1, 2, 4, 7–12,16]). Property testing arises naturally in the context of
program verification, learning theory, and, in a more theoretical setting, in probabilisti-
cally checkable proofs. For example, in the context of program checking, one may first
choose to test whether the program’s output satisfies certain properties before checking
that it is as desired. This approach is a very common practicein software development,
where it is (typically) infeasible to require to formally test that a program is correct, but
by verifying whether the output satisfies certain properties one can gain a reasonable
confidence about the quality of the program’s output.

In this work we consider property testing as applied togeometric objects in Eu-
clidean spaces. We investigate property testing for some basic and most representative
problems/properties in computational geometry. The main goal of this research is to de-
velop algorithms which perform only a very small (sublinear, polylogarithmic, or even
a constant) number of operations in order to check with a reasonable confidence the
required geometric property.

We study the following family of tasks:Given oracle access to an unknown geo-
metric object, determine whether the object has a certain predefined property or is “far”
from any object having this property.Distance between objects is measured in terms of
�
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a relative edit distance, i.e., an object� (e.g., a set of points in�� �
) from a class� (e.g.,

a class of all point sets in�� �
) is called�-far from satisfying a property� (over� ) if no

object� from � which differs from� in no more than an� fraction of places (e.g.,�
can be constructed from� by adding and removing no more than� � 	� 	 points) satis-
fies� . The notion of “oracle access” corresponds to the representation of the objects
in � , and it is more problem dependent. And thus, for example, if ageometric object
is defined as a collection of points in Euclidean space, then it is reasonable to require
that the oracle allows the algorithm to ask only on the coordinate-position of each sin-
gle input point. If however, a geometric object is, say, a polygon, then the oracle shall
typically allow the algorithm to query for the position of each point as well as for each
single neighbor of each point in the polygon. In this paper weshall always use the most
natural notions of “oracle” for each problem at hand.

An �-testerfor a property� is a (typically randomized) algorithm which always
accepts any object satisfying� and with probability at least

�
 rejects any object being
�-far from satisfying� 1. There are two types of possible complexity measures we
focus on: thequery complexityand therunning timecomplexity of an�-tester. The
query complexity of a tester is measured only by the number ofqueries to the oracle,
while the running time complexity counts also the time needed by the algorithm to
perform other tasks (e.g., to compute a convex hull of some point set).

To exemplify the notion of property testing, let us considerthe standard geometrical
property� of a point set� in Euclidean space�� �

of being inconvex position2. In this
case, we aim at designing an algorithm which for a given oracle access to� has to
decide whether� is in convex position or� is “�-far” from being in convex position.
Here, we say aset� is �-far from being in convex position, �  �  �, if for every
subset� � � of size at most� � 	� 	 the set� � � is not in convex position. Moreover,
we assume that the oracle allows to query for the size of� and for the position of each�
th point in� .

Another type of property we shall consider in this paper is that of being anEuclidean
minimum spanning tree(EMST). That is, for a given set� of points in the plane we have
to verify whether a given graph� with the vertex set� is an EMST for� or it is �-far
from being an EMST for� . Here we assume the algorithm can query the size of� ,
the position of each single

�
th point � in � as well as query the� th neighbor of� in

� (with the special symbol indicating non-existence of such aneighbor). We say here
that an Euclidean graph� with vertex set� is �-far from being an EMST for� if the
minimum spanning tree of� differs from� on at least� � 	� 	 edges.

1.1 Description of New Results

In this paper we provide efficient�-testers for some basic problems in computational
geometry. We investigate problems which we found most representative for our study
and which play an important role in the field. The following property testers are studied:

1 One could consider also atwo-sided errormodel or consider a confidence parameter� rather
than fixing an error bound

�� . These models are not discussed in this paper.
2 A set of points� in ���

is in convex position if every point of� is extreme, that is, it is a
vertex of�� �� �, the convex hull of� .



Problem Query complexity Lower bound Running time

convex position � ��������	�
 �� � ��� �����	�
 ��
� ���� �������� ��� ������ � � �

� ���� �������� ��� ������ � � 

� �� polylog������ � � �

�� � 	 �������	�
 ������ polylog����
disjointness of geometric objects � ������ � ������  �� �������
disjointness of polytopes � ������ ! ��� ������ � ����� � ����� deterministic(!)

Delaunay triangulation

Hamming distance � ��� � ��� � ���
Distance defined in Theorem 5.2 � ����� � ����� � �����

EMST � ����� ��� � ������ - � ����� ���� ����� ��� ��
Table 1. "-testers obtained in the paper.# �$ � denote the best known running time of the algo-
rithm deciding given property and we consider lower bounds with respect to the query complexity.

convex position: property that a set of points is in aconvex position,

disjointness of geometric objects:property that an arrangement of objects is intersection-
free,

disjointness of% -polytopes: property that two polytopes are intersection-free,

EMST: property that a given graph is a Euclideanminimum spanning treeof a given
point set in the plane, and

Delaunay triangulation: property that a triangulation has the Delaunay property.

Table 1 summarizes the bounds of our�-tester developed in the paper in details. As
this table shows, all our algorithms are tight or almost tight regarding their query com-
plexity. We also prove a general lower bound which shows thatfor many problems no
deterministic�-tester exists with the query complexity& '( ) already for� * �� .

There are two main approaches used in our testers. The first one, which is quite gen-
eral and is used in all our algorithms, is to sample at random asufficiently large subset
of input basic objects (e.g., input points) and then analyzethe sample to obtain informa-
tion about the whole input. The key issue in this method is to provide a good description
of the input’s property using a small input’s sample. This approach is used in a simple
way in our �-testers for disjointness of geometric objects and Delaunay triangulation,
where such a description is easy to show. In our�-testers for convex position and dis-
jointness of polytopes this approach is used as well, but it is more complicated to prove
the desired property of the whole input out of the analysis ofsmall sample. The second
approach (combined with the first one) is used in our tester for EMST: after sampling
a portion of the input (which are the vertices of the graph) atrandom, we enlarge the
sample in a systematic way by exploring the paths of the length up to+ '�,�) starting
in the vertices chosen. Only then we can show that the sample chosen can be used to
certificate whether the input graph is the EMST of the input points.

We mention also an important feature of all our algorithms, which is that all our
testers supply proofs of violation of the property for rejected objects (because of space
limitations we do not elaborate on this issue here).



Throughout the paper we always assume that�, the dimension of the Euclidean
space under consideration, is a constant. Moreover, we assume the size of the input
object to be much bigger than�. To simplify the exposition, we suppose also that all
points/arrangements are in general position.

1.2 Motivation and Applications

What does this type of approximation mean.Testing a property is a natural relaxation
of deciding that property, and it suggests a certain notion of approximation: the tester
accepts an object which either has the property or which is “close” to some other object
having the property. Under this notion, in applications where objects close to having the
property are almost as good as ones having the property, a tester which is significantly
faster than the corresponding decision procedure is a very valuable alternative to the
latter. We refer the reader to [7, 10, 15], where many more detailed applications of this
notion of approximation have been discussed (see, especially, [10, Section 1.2.1]).

In the context of computational geometry a related researchhas been presented
in [3] and [14]. For example, Mehlhorn et al. [14] studiedprogram checkersfor some
basic geometric tasks. Their approach is to design simple and efficient algorithms which
checks whether an output of a geometric task is correct. It isshown in [14] that some
basic geometric tasks can be designed so that program checkers can be obtained in a
fairly simple (and efficient) way. This approach has been also successfully implemented
as a part of theLEDA system. The main difference between our approach and that in
[14] is that we (and, generally, property testing algorithms) do not aim at deciding the
property at hand (in this case, whether the task output is correct), but instead we provide
a certain notion ofapproximation— we can argue that we do not accept the property
(or the algorithm’s output) only if it is far from being satisfied. This relaxation enables
us to obtain algorithms with running timessignificantlybetter than those in [14].

Output sensitive algorithms.An important, novel feature of our property testing al-
gorithms is that they can be used to designoutput sensitivealgorithms for decision
problems. Consider for example, the problem of deciding whether a set� of ( points
on the plane is in convex position, and if it is not, to report asubset of� which is non-
convex. Below we show how our�-tester can be used to obtain an “output sensitive”
(randomized) algorithm.

We set first� * �� and apply our tester to verify whether� is �-far from being in
convex position. If it is so, then we report a subset of� which violates the property of
being convex. Otherwise, we decrease� to �,� and use our tester to verify whether�
is �-far from being in convex position. We repeat this procedureuntil we either reject
set� , in which case we report also a subset of� which is non-convex, or we reach
�  �,(. In the latter case, we run a deterministic algorithm which asks on positions
of all the points (and hence, whose query complexity is linear) and then tests whether
� is an extreme point set or not (in the latter case we also return a subset of� which
is non-convex). Observe that if� is in convex position, the query complexity of our

algorithm (cf. Lemma 3.1) is+
�� ���� � ���� � ( ��
 � ���
� � + '() * + '( ), which is

clearly optimal. On the other hand, if� is 	-far from being in convex position, then with



a constant probability our algorithm will reject� for � �
�� 	. Therefore, the expected

query complexity of our algorithm is+
�� ����� �������� � ( ��
 � ���
� * + '( ��
 ,� ��
 ),

where� is the number of interior (i.e., non-extreme) points.
We can combine our algorithm with Chan’s algorithm [5] to obtain an algorithm

that is output-sensitive in� (the number of extreme points) and relative edit distance.

Property testing in computational geometry.Typical applications of property testing
are program checking and input filtering. In many applications it is good and often
necessary to ensure the correctness of results that are, forexample, computed by a
possibly unreliable library (e.g., a library that does not use exact precision arithmetic).

Although property testing does not give a 100% guarantee forthe correctness, it
does provide a good trade-off between running time and safety. A further advantage
is the possibility to trade running time against algorithmic simplicity. Since our testers
have sublinear running time we do not have to use optimal algorithms when we compute
the structures needed while still achieving a sublinear run-time. In this setting especially
the query complexity of an algorithm is important.

A particular application of property testing in computational geometry in the context
of robustness islazy error correction. It is well known that incrementally computing a
complex structure (e.g., a Delaunay triangulation) with fixed precision arithmetic might
lead to serious structural defects of the output. Furthermore, early small errors in the
structure frequently lead to large structural defects in the final structure. To ensure that
the structure is always close to the correct one, we run a property tester after a couple
of updates. If the tester rejects, we use some lazy error-correction method (e.g., edge
flips with exact arithmetic) to fix the structure and continue. At the end of the algorithm
we fix the final structure. We believe this might become an important application of
property testing in the context of computational geometry.

2 Disjointness of Generic Geometric Objects

We begin our investigations with a simple tester for the problem of testing whether a
collection of objects is disjoint. The main reason to present this algorithm in details
is to show the reader the flavor of many testers which run in twophases: (i) sample
at random a sufficiently large subset of input objects and then (ii) analyze the sample
objects to obtain information about the whole input. This approach works fairly easily
for the problem studied in this section; other problems investigated in following sections
require more complicated analysis.

The problem of deciding whether an arrangement of objects isintersection-free be-
longs to the most fundamental problems in computational geometry. A typical example
is to verify whether a set of line segments in the plane or a setof hyper-rectangles or
polytopes in�� �

is intersection-free. We assume the oracle allows to query for the in-
put objects and we suppose that there is an algorithm� that solves the exact decision
problem of testing whether a set of objects is disjoint. Further, we consider the problem
only for generic objects3. We shall use the following further definitions.

3 That is, we never use any information about the geometric structure of the objects and our
solution can be applied to any collection of objects (in any space, not necessarily metric one).



Definition 2.1. Let � be a set of any objects in�� �
. We say� is (pairwise) disjoint, if

no two objects in� intersect;� is �-far from being pairwise disjoint, if there is no set� � � with 	� 	  � 	� 	 such that� � � is disjoint.

Then the following algorithm is a simple�-tester:

DISJOINTNESS(SET� consisting of� objects):
Choose a set� � � of size� ���" uniformly at random
Check whether� is disjoint using algorithm	
if � is disjoint then accept
elsereject

Theorem 2.1. AlgorithmDISJOINTNESS(� ) is an�-tester with theoptimalquery com-
plexity
 '�(,�). If the running time of the algorithm� for � objects is

� '� ), then the
running time ofDISJOINTNESS(� ) is + '� ' �(,�)).
Proof. We prove only that DISJOINTNESS(� ) is an�-tester and show the required upper
bound for the query complexity. (The proof that every�-tester has query complexity of� '�(,�) is omitted.) Clearly, if� is intersection-free, the algorithm accepts� . So let
us suppose that� is �-far from being intersection-free. In that case we can apply

�� ( �
times the following procedure to� : pick a pair of intersecting objects and remove it
from � . We can prove that with probability at least

�
 at least one of the pairs is chosen
to � (because the objects from each pair intersect each other). Since the size of� is
 �(,�, the upper bound for the query complexity follows.

3 Convex Position

In this section we consider one of the most classical properties of a set� of points:
being inconvex position. With respect to vertex representations of convex polytopes, it
reflects the concept of “minimality” in that no point may be removed without affecting
the convex hull of� . Many algorithms (such as the intersection test presented in Section
4) therefore require that their input be in convex position.

Definition 3.1. A set� of ( points in �� �
is in convex positioniff each point in� is

an extreme point of the convex hull�� '� ). We say� is �-far from being in convex
positionif no set� of size�( exists s.t.� � � is in convex position.

While it is possible to test whether a single point is extremein + '() time [6, Sec-
tion 3], no such algorithm is known to computeall extreme points of a given set� . The
fastest algorithm known due to Chan [5] uses data structuresfor answering many linear
programming queries simultaneously and requires time

� '( � �) * ( � ���� ��� � � '( � ) ����������
� � ���� ��� ( � (1)

where� denotes the output size (number of extreme points). It is also conjectured that
the problem of testing whether a set of points� is in convex position is asymptotically
as hard as the problem of finding all extreme points of� .

In this section we introduce two�-testers for being in convex position. We begin
with the algorithm that has asymptotically optimal query complexity.



CONVEX-A(� ):
Choose a set� � � of size�� � �
���� �" uniformly at random.
Compute all� extreme points of� .
if � � $ then reject
elseaccept

Lemma 3.1. Algorithm CONVEX-A is an �-tester for the property of being in convex
position. Its query complexity is+ ' �
��( �,�) and it can be implemented to run in
time+ �� ' �
 ��( �,� � �
��( � ,�)�. Furthermore, its query complexity is asymptotically
optimal in the sense that every�-tester for convex position has the query complexity� ' �
��( � ,�).
Proof. It is easy to see that Algorithm CONVEX-A accepts sets in convex position.
Suppose now that� is �-far from being in convex position. Let� * � ��� � . We can prove
that there exist sets�	 � 
	 � � , � * � � � � � � � that satisfy the following conditions:

– each set�	 is of size� � � and all sets�	 are pairwise disjoint,
– for each�  
	 the set�	 � �� � is not in convex position,
– each�	 is pairwise disjoint with any
�, and
– each
	 is of size greater than or equal to( � ' ����� � � �).

Fix these sets�	 and
	 , �  �  � . We can prove that with probability at least
�
 there

is some� such that for some�  
	 set� contains�	 � �� �. Since�	 � �� � is not in
convex position, it will be detected that� as well as� are not in convex position. Hence,
Algorithm CONVEX-A is an �-tester for the property of being in convex position.

The sample complexity follows easily from the bound on the size of � and the
running time follows from the definition at the beginning of this section. Because of
space limitations we omit here the proof that every�-tester for convex position has the
query complexity

� ' �
 ��( �,�).
Now, we describe another algorithm for testing convex position which for � � �

achieves better running times if the fastest known implementations are used.

CONVEX-B(� ):
Choose a set� � � of size��" uniformly at random.
for each� � � simultaneously

check whether� is extreme for�� �� �
if � is not extreme for�� �� � then exit andreject

accept

Lemma 3.2. Algorithm CONVEX-B is an �-tester for the property of being in convex
position. It can be implemented to run in time+ �� '( � �,�)�.

The following theorem summarizes the running time complexity of algorithms pre-
sented in this section. It follows by plugging Chan’s bound (1) to Lemmas 3.1–3.2.

Theorem 3.1. There is an�-tester for convex position with the running time of order
dimension� � � dimension� � � dimensions� � �

� ��� ���"���� �� ���"� � ��! ���"���! �� ���"� ���"� ����������
� �� " #�$ �� � % � �� " #�$ ���"�



4 Disjointness of V-Polytopes

In this section we consider the property of whether two polytopes�� '� ) and�� '� ),
represented by their vertices (so called V-Polytopes), aredisjoint. Denote( * 	� 	 and
let � * � � � .

Definition 4.1. Two polytopes�� '� ), �� '� ) with finite points sets� �� � ���
in

convex position are�-far from being disjoint, if there is no set% � � � � , 	% 	 
� � 	� � � 	 such that�� '� � % ) and�� '� � % ) are disjoint.

We propose the following simple�-tester for disjointness of V-polytopes.

DISJOINTNESS(� �� ):
Choose a set� � � of size� ����"� �� ���"�� uniformly at random
Test whether�� �� 	 � � and�� �� 	 � � are disjoint
if �� �� 	 � � and�� �� 	 � � are disjointthen accept
elsereject

Theorem 4.1. AlgorithmDISJOINTNESSis �-tester for disjointness of V-polytopes with
the query complexity+ ''�,�) �
 '�,�)).
Proof. Since the query complexity follows immediately from the upper bound for the
size of� , we focus only on showing that DISJOINTNESSis a proper�-tester. It is easy
to see that if� and� are disjoint then DISJOINTNESSalways accepts the input. So let
us suppose that the input is�-far from being disjoint. For any hyperplane� we denote
by �

�
and �� two halfspaces induced by�. Two convex polytopes are disjoint iff

they can be separated by some hyperplane. Therefore, our goal is to ensure that with
probability at least

�
 the sample set� contains, for every hyperplane�, a “witness”
that� does not separate�� '� ) from �� '� ). It is easy to see that such a witness exists
if we could ensure that for every hyperplane� set� contains two points�, � such that
either '� � �) or '� � � ) belong to one of the following four sets:'�  �

� ) � '�  �� ),
'�  �

� ) � '�  �
� ), '�  �� ) � '�  �� ), and '�  �

� ) � '�  �� ). With our
choice for the size of� , we can show that for at least one of these four sets, the both
sets in the Cartesian product are of cardinality at least� (,�. Let such two sets be called
representativefor �. To complete the proof of the theorem we only must show that�
intersects each representative set foreveryhyperplane� in �� �

. And this follows from
the result on the randomized construction of�-nets (with� * � �) [13]. Indeed, from
the result due to Haussler and Welzl [13] it follows that the set � is with probability at
least

�
 an (�,�)-net of each of� and� for the range space'�� � �� ). Therefore, by the
definition of�-nets (see, e.g., [13]),� intersects every representative of each hyperplane
� in �� �

.

One can also easily improve the query complexity of algorithm DISJOINTNESSin
the special case when� * � and the input polygons are stored in a sorted array.

Theorem 4.2. For all pairs of polygons in��
�

represented by a sorted array there exists
a deterministic �-tester for disjointness of V-polytopes with the query complexity and the
running time of+ '�,�).



5 Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree

In this section we consider the problem to determine if a given input graph� is a
Euclidean Minimum Spanning Tree (EMST). The vertices of� are labeled with their
position in the plane. We have oracle access to each

�
th vertex� and the� th neighbor of

� (with a special symbol indicating non-existance of such a neighbor). Since the degree
of each vertex of the EMST is a constant (it is at most 5), in this model we may think
of the graph represented by the adjacency list representation.

The distance measure for the EMST problem is defined as follows:

Definition 5.1. Given a point set� of ( points in general position in the plane and
a graph� whose vertices are labeled with the points in� . � is said to be�-far from
being the Euclidean minimum spanning tree

�
, if � has edit distance at least� ( from�

. The edit distance between� and
�

is the minimum number of edge deletions and
insertions to construct

�
from� .

In any testing algorithm it is very important to develop methods to reject inputs that
are far away from the desired property. It is known that the longest edge in a cycle of
the graph does not belong to the minimum spanning tree. We cantherefore reject� ,
if we find a cycle in the complete Euclidean graph whose longest edge belongs to the
input graph (we call this a ’bad’ cycle). We start with a useful lemma about the EMST
(which holds for any MST).

Lemma 5.1. Let � be a point set in the plane and let� * '� � �� � ) be an edge of the
EMST. Further, let� � be a subset of� and let� � �� �  � �. Then� belongs to the EMST
of � �.

The lemma above implies that we can reject� if we find a bad cycle in the complete
Euclidean graph ofa subsetof � . Until the end of this paragraph we assume that� is
�-far from the EMST. Under the assumptions that (1)� is connected, (2) its straight-
line embedding is crossing-free and (3) there are no crossings with edges of the correct
EMST, we can show that there are many bad cycles in the complete Euclidean graph of
� . In fact, there are many bad cycles even if� is only close to properties (1)-(3). Also
note that these properties are necessary conditions for� to be an EMST. Therefore, our
tester for the EMST runs in two phases. It first checks (with a property tester) whether
� satisfies properties (1)-(3). If the input graph passes these tests but is�-far from the
EMST, it must have many “bad” cycles. We then run a tester thatfinds such a cycle
w.h.p. and we are done.

We begin with testing whether an input graph is connected andits straight-line em-
bedding is crossing-free. Additionally, we reject graphs with many vertices having de-
gree larger than� (we omit this issue in the extended abstract).

Definition 5.2. Let � be a set of( points in general position in the plane and let� *
'% �� ) be a graph whose vertices are labeled with the points in� , 	% 	 * (. Let �
be the set of subsets� � of � s.t. � � * '% �� � � � ) is crossing-free. We say� is �-
far from being astraight-line, crossing-free, connected embedding, if � �(� �	
 � 	� � 	��

connected components in� � � � �(.



For connectivity in graphs represented by the adjacency list there is a test devel-
oped in [11] which runs in+ ' �� ) time. We combine this algorithm with the tester
DISJOINTNESS(� ) developed in Section 2 to obtain the following result.

Lemma 5.2. The property of being a straight-line, crossing-free, connected embedding
can be tested in+ '� �� ��� () time.

We continue our studies with property (3). We need some further notation:

Definition 5.3. Let � be a point set in the plane and� be a graph whose vertices
are labeled with the points in� . TheEMST-completion� '� ) of � is the straight-line
embedding of� together with all segments of the EMST of� .

We can view� '� ) either as a set of segments or as a labeled graph. In the following
we will use these both interpretations. From now on we call anedge in� '� ) red, if it
does not belong to the input graph andblue otherwise. Since� and the EMST are
crossing-free, there can be only red blue intersections in� '� ). The following lemma
shows that in order to detect a red-blue intersection, it is sufficient to find the blue
segment and one endpoint of the red segment.

Lemma 5.3. Let�� be a blue and�� be a red segment and let them intersect. Then
�� is not in the EMST of any set containing either�� �� �� � or �� �� �� �.

One can show that if� '� ) is �-far from (red-blue) intersection-free, then it is suf-
ficient to sample a set of+ '� �� ) points to reject� . Therefore, our algorithm samples
a random set� of + '� �� ) points from� and adds the neighbors in the input graph
of each point to� . Then it computes the subgraph� � of � induced by� . This can
be easily done in+ ' 	� 	) time, if for each point in� its degree in� is constant. On
the other hand, if we detect a vertex with degree larger than� we can immediately re-
ject the input. After that we compute the EMST of� and then� '� � ) in + ' 	� 	 ��� 	� 	)
time. Using a sweep-line algorithm we can check whether� '� � ) is intersection-free in
+ ' 	� 	 ��� 	� 	) time. We reject the input, if an intersection has been found.Repeating
this procedure a constant number of times we achieve the desired

�
 probability.
If the input graph was not rejected so far, our goal is to find short cycles in� '� )

with at most two red edges. We call a cyclebad, if it has length at most

�
� and if it

contains at most� red edges. (The number of short cycles with less than two red edges
might be small and cycles with more than� red edges are more difficult to detect.)

Lemma 5.4. Let � '� ) be the EMST-completion of� , let � be not ���� -far from a
crossing-free, connected graph and let� '� ) have at most ���� red-blue intersections.
Then there are at least���� bad cycles in� '� ).

We find bad cycles by sampling a set of random directed edges and then we walk in
both directions along the boundary of the face incident to each edge (we can think of�
as a planar map).

Each of the at most���� edges that can be removed to obtain an intersection-free
embedding might destroy two bad cycles (we cannot walk alongthe boundary to close
the face). Therefore,���� � ���� � ���� bad cycles remain.



We distinguish between three types of bad cycles. Type
�
cycles,�  �  �, contain�

red edges. Type 0 and type 1 cycles are easy to detect. It suffices to sample one of the
boundary edges and our walk procedure will find the complete face (recall that the red
edges are defined implicitly).

We classify the type 2 cycles according to the length of theirlonger blue chain
into sets� �. Each� � contains all cycles whose longer chain has length�, � �  � �
� �� �

. Each� � is partitioned into subclasses� � �	 . � � �	 contains all cycles whose shorter
chain has length�, �	  � � �	� �

. For each� � �	 we sample two different sets� �
and �� , one to detect the longer chain and one for the shorter one. Set � � has size�� � �� and set�� has size

�� � �� . The probability that a type 2 cycle in class� � �	 is

detected is+ ' � � !�
 � �!�
� ��� ) * + ' �
�� ). Therefore, the probability that any bad cycle is

found is '� � + ' �
�� ))� ���� * � '�). Again amplification yields the desired bound of�
 . The query complexity of the algorithm is+ '� �� ���

� ' �� )) and its running time is
+ '� �� ���

� ' �� ) ��� ().
Theorem 5.1. There is a randomized�-tester for the EMST with+ '� �� ���

� ' �� )) query
complexity and running time+ '� �� ��� '

�
� )

� ��� ().

6 Delaunay Triangulation

We summarize our results for the Delaunay triangulation in the following theorems.

Theorem 6.1. There is no sublinear property
�� -tester for Delaunay triangulations us-

ing Hamming distance like measure (edge deletion and insertion).

Theorem 6.2. If we define a triangulation to be�-far from being Delaunay if there are
at least� ( edges that can be flipped to improve the minimal angle locally, then there
exists an�-tester with the running time of+ '�,�).

7 Deterministic Lower Bounds

We present a simple technique to prove lower bounds for deterministic property test
algorithms and apply it to the problems described in the previous sections. Our model
for the deterministic algorithms is as follows. The input isgiven as an array of input
items. The array has size( and we may access any item by its index in constant time.

Let � be a deterministic tester for property� . Let � be an instance of size( with
property� . By definition� must accept� . Let

� '( ) be the running time of� . Clearly,
� can access at most

� '( ) items of � . We color the accessed items red and all other
items blue. Since� is deterministic, changing the blue items does not affect the out-
come of the algorithm. Thus, if we can construct an instance that is �-far from � by
changing only blue items regardless how the red items are chosen by the algorithm then
we could obtain a lower bound for the problem at hand. We can apply this approach to
obtain lower bounds which are summarized in the following theorem.



Theorem 7.1. There is no deterministic property
�� -tester with& '( ) query complexity

for the following problems (using the distance measure defined in this paper and the
relative edit distance for sorting): Sorting, Disjointness of Objects, Convex Position,
Disjointness of Polytopes, and EMST.
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